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Synopsis

Netter's Neurology, 2nd Edition, by Drs. H. Royden Jones, Jayashri Srinivasan, Gregory J. Allam, and Richard A. Baker, uses visually rich Netter artwork to efficiently provide you with a concise overview of general neurology and its intersection with internal medicine, neurosurgery, ophthalmology, psychiatry, and orthopedics. "It communicates often very difficult areas of neurology quite simply, and builds on basics to advanced understanding. I've never seen such well-thought-out and informative illustrations with such detail in another neurology book of this type."

- First Prize Winner, Illustrated Book Category, British Medical Association 2012 Medical Book Competition

Master general neurology and its intersection with internal medicine, neurosurgery, ophthalmology, psychiatry, and orthopedics through comprehensive topic coverage. Get a quick and memorable overview of anatomy, pathophysiology, and clinical presentation from the precision and beauty of Netter and Netter-style plates that highlight key neuroanatomical and neurologic concepts. Explore specific clinical applications with vignettes included throughout the text that bring each topic to life. Find the information you need quickly and easily thanks to the short text and concise topic overviews. See the latest developments in the field in clear detail with new artwork and new entries on ALS, Eastern Equine Encephalitis, African Sleeping Sickness, and more. Effectively visualize the underlying anatomy in living patients through upgraded neuroimaging coverage, including MR, CT, and PET. Tap into additional treatment information with more clinical vignettes that provide "real-life" illustrative case evaluations.
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Customer Reviews

There is a lack of neurology books for medical students. This book fills the gap between basic neuroanatomy and advanced neurology text such victors neurology. Exteremly Usefull for medical students and junior residents. And it being part of netter seriesz , it is nicely illustrated. It takes an integrated approach and has relevant anatomy,pathology,radiology, pharmacology etc in each chapter.

This is a great book. Neurology can be a little bit daunting without illustration. This book is full of illustration for not only pathways, but also patient presentation. A great bridging book before you read Adam and Victor’s Principles of Neurology.

very nice basic book for students and residents, although the images are not very clear on the digital images.

Gave as a gift to a colleague MD who was truly delighted.
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